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Cairo, and the area around it are considered to be the heart of Egypt, and one may find almost
every aspect of Egypt represented inthe area, including some of the most famous Pharaonic,
ancient Christian and Islamic monuments. Cairo offers an incredible selection of shopping,
leisure, culture and nightlife. Shopping ranges from the famous Khan el-Khalili souk, (or
bazaar) largely unchanged since the 14th century, to modern air-conditioned centers
displaying the latest fashions. All the bounty of the East is here - particularly good buys are
spices, perfumes, gold, silver, carpets, brass and copperware, leatherwork, glass, ceramics and
mashrabiya. Try some of the famous street markets, like Wekala al-Balaq, for fabrics,
including Egyptian cotton, the Tentmakers Bazaar for appliqué-work, MohammedAli Street
for musical instruments and, although you probably won't want to buy, the Camel Market
makes a fascinating trip.

1) Circle the right option.(lmk)

The text is about: a) Cairo as an ugly city
b) Cairo a beautiful city

2) Correct the following statements.(3mk)

a) The shopping centers are very old.

b) Bour Said is the famous street market.

c) Travellers don't make luring trips.

3)listen and complete the missing words.(2mks),
Cairo, and the area around it are considered to be the of Egypt, and one
may find almost every aspect of Egypt represented in the area, including some of the most
famous Pharaonic ,..........................Christian and Islamic monuments.
4) Listen and find out words that contain the following sounds, (lmk)

Devoir,tn
toutes les matières, tous les niveaux



/ei/ /ai/

4) Listen and find out a sentence expressing opposition, (lmk)

2)Fill in the blanks with words in the box. There is one extra word.

staff -exceedingly -time- be- that- in - who -refund-disappointed

Dear Sir,

Ihesitate to complain about the service given by a fellow trader inNewcastle Emlyn. We all,
from time to...................make mistakes or errors ofjudgment but Ihope that we traders in
NCE try to minimise these errors inorder to maintain our good reputation. Iwas most....................with my daughter's experience of the local hotel. When she arrived late
afternoon there was no hot water and no heating. My daughter was told.........................they were aware of the problem and that an engineer would have it fixed
later that evening. This was .......................fact done. Portable means of heating were not
available.On peeling back her bed she was dismayed to find that the duvet cover was soiled.
A young member of.........................was sent to change the cover and did so but only
with the help of my daughter. Inaddition, Victoria, is a seasoned
international traveller, found it ...........................aggravating and unprofessional not to
able to make or receive telephone calls inher room.

2)Put the words between parentheses in the right tense or form(4mks)

Choose a Paris vacation rental from over 100 high quality apartments situated inall of the
popular locations. These vacation accommodations are on both the Right and Left Banks and
are ideal for holidays in France.Our Paris flats are specially furnished for vacation and holiday
rentals. Many of the vacation apartments have unique features- one apartment has a(privacy).....................outdoor garden patio and another flat has a roof top terrace from which you
can view much of Paris. Each apartment is privately owned and reflects the taste of the(
own).........................All of our vacation( shortage) term rentals
have at least a three night minimum stay. Unlike other Parisian holiday rental services, when
you book a Paris flat with( we)......................there is no need to start your vacation by a
trek to an office inFrance to (obtaining).....................the apartment keys and then go to
the apartment. And it is usually unnecessary to set an( appoint) to be
(meet) at the flat.

Devoir,tn
toutes les matières, tous les niveauxS



3)Choose the right alternative. (4mks)

Desiring more creative control, Cortés formed the Joaquin Cortés Flamenco Ballet company
and launched his first international tour 'Cibayf in 1992. The formation of Cortés' (owns-
owner -own) company allowed him (diverge -diverging- diverges ) from purist ballet and
create(their-his-her) own fusion of flamenco, ballet and modern dance. In 1995, inaddition
to being featured in two international films- 'La flor de mi secreto' (The Flower of My Secret)
and Carlos Saura's 'Flamenco', Joaquin Cortés embarked(on-for-about) what is often
considered his most successful venture, 'Pasiôn Gitana' Gypsy Passion. 'Pasiôn Gitana'
marked the beginning of Cortés' recognition for not only his prowess as (an-the-a) dancer,
but also as a choreographer and artistic director. In 1999 Cortés (was-is-has been) the subject
of a documentary film and he launched a (successful- succeed- success) tour of 'Soul' across
North and South America. Inthe 1990s Joaquin Cortés gained notoriety for his close
relationships with high profile celebrities such (in-on-as) Naomi Campbell, Giorgio Armani
and Mira Sorvino.

Devoir,tn
toutes les matières, tous les niveaux


